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WELCOME TO CITTÀ STUDI BIELLA

The campus of the University of Biella is within the Città Studi complex, founded in the 1980s on the initiative of various public and private organisations and associations, to meet the training needs of the territory in the field of university and professional education, while also developing applied research activities, services, and conference and cultural events.

The Biella campus is home to the University of Turin.
## WHAT IS CITTÀ STUDI?

### UNIVERSITY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
- Teenagers
- Apprenticeship
- Programs for employed and unemployed people

### SERVICES FOR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
- Academy
- Po.in.tex
- International projects

### BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES
- Job services
- The youth guarantee

### CONGRESS CENTRE
- Auditorium - 440 seats
- Seminar room - 99 seats
- Exhibition hall of 350 sq. meters
- Conference rooms -60 to 100 seats
- Large meeting rooms - 30 to 63 seats
- Small meeting rooms - 12 to 30 seats
- Indoor exhibitionspace - 700 sq. Meters
- Outdoor exhibitionspace - 3000 mq
- Local catering
THE STRUCTURE
DESIGNED BY THE ARCHITECT
GAE AULENTI

110,000 sq. meters areas
Built area 40,000 sq. meters buildings
2,500 daily presence
UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE

Within the Città Studi Biella Campus there is a residence: a modern, convenient structure, designed to accommodate students, equipped with spacious, comfortable rooms, kitchenette, living and sleeping areas, cleaning and laundry services, and internet connection. Here students can experience a high standard of living in complete freedom and autonomy. The atmosphere is that of an international student-friendly campus animated by university life that facilitates interpersonal relationships and leaves room for relaxation and recreation. The residence is connected to the university building by an overpass that allows students to move easily around the entire university buildings facility.

RESIDENCE STRUCTURE
- 33 double rooms
- 6 two-room apartments
- 3 studios
- 12 single rooms

SERVICES INCLUDED
- Room cleaning
- Equipment and change of linen
- Each room type has a fully equipped kitchenette
- Laundry
- Common rooms with TV
- Equipped mini-gym
- Car park

For the Città Studi University Residence you can contact the Management Office: residenceunibi@isecosrl.it
CITTÀ STUDI LIBRARY

The perfect place to study. Access is free.

Città Studi SpA boasts a specialised and innovative library offering a range of services, including online services. The Library of Città Studi is freely accessible not only to students on campus but by anyone who would like to use it. Through an online searchable catalogue it is possible to access over 60,000 total volumes, about 2,500 DVDs, subscriptions to 20 specialised magazines, local newspapers and over 7,000 national and international newspapers.

SERVICES

The Library offers three study rooms, two rooms reserved for group work, computer workstations and a Wi-Fi network.

- Book and DVD lending
- Interlibrary services
- Document delivery
- Subscription to digital services
- Internet and WiFi
- Printing and photocopying
- Thesis discussion room
SPORTS FIELDS

The basketball, volleyball, five-a-side football and tennis courts are made available free of charge to all students and citizens, with the same opening hours as the library, for organising tournaments or simply playing with friends.
CAFETERIA

On the university campus there is a cafeteria, self-service bar and meeting place for students, lecturers and all those who wish to have breakfast or lunch on the university campus.

The EDISU catering service with reduced rates is in operation.
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CREATIVITY FOR TOURISM AND TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT

COURSE OBJECTIVES

The Master Degree Course addresses the issue of the tourism-territorial system development, by focusing on cultural heritage and cultural and creative enterprises as agents of sustainable, integrated and lasting development.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

The course aims to train students to become professionals with an extensive interdisciplinary knowledge in the cultural tourism sector, based on the enhancement of cultural heritage and creativity as development engines of the territorial and tourist system. In addition, there is a focus on sustainability and integration with the environmental and natural heritage.
Photos of students and visits to the territory

FIRST-YEAR CULTURAL HERITAGE STUDENTS

VISIT TO THE RICETTO OF CANDELO (BIELLA)

THE PAINTINGS OF THE BIELLA TERRITORY MUSEUM
CONTACT US!

EMAIL
unibiella@cittastudi.org

PHONE NUMBER
+39 015 8551110

ADDRESS
Corso G. Pella, 2b – Biella (Italy)

WEBSITE
www.cittastudi.org